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Fwd: cheikin timeline for completion.pdf

Meredith Smith <msmith.c.h.e.llc@gmail.com>
Thu 4/14/2022 2:00 AM
To: cheikinm@msn.com <cheikinm@msn.com>;patti.cheikin@gmail.com <patti.cheikin@gmail.com>
Cc: imccarty.c.h.e.llc@gmail.com <imccarty.c.h.e.llc@gmail.com>

---------- Forwarded message --------- 
From: Ian Mccarty <coastalhomeexpertsllc@gmail.com> 
Date: Wed, Apr 13, 2022 at 21:27 
Subject: Fwd: cheikin timeline for completion.pdf 
To: <msmith.c.h.e.llc@gmail.com> 

---------- Forwarded message --------- 
From: Ian McCarty  
Date: Tue, Apr 12, 2022 at 8:22 PM 
Subject: cheikin timeline for completion.pdf 
To: <coastalhomeexpertsllc@gmail.com> 

https://acrobat.adobe.com/link/track?uri=urn:aaid:scds:US:153fe34a-46dc-47db-bc1e-30314847f2a7 

Created and shared using Adobe Scan. 
Get the app.

Hello, I have reviewed your email, 
As stated in last phone calls of week prior and now email so we have documentation, I am sorry for
the lack of time being spent on your project. We have not started any new projects until we are caught
up on open jobs and customers are satisfied and contracts are completed, this including yours. You
have not been forgotten but yes we did prioritize people who have had homes being worked on and
living in there home during construction, this is not out of judgment or disrespect to you and your
wife but trying to help the distressed customers who can’t function because they have no kitchen or
bathrooms in there home.
We are doing are best with the man power we have and time we are given day to day and have been
working many many hours every week and trying to keep in touch with everyone and everything.
There are many people that come together to make these projects happen and become complete. 
Now due to the past five to six weeks we have had to let go of a good amount of workers and pick
up/ fix the dirty messes they have created and now left behind. No this is not an excuse I expect to be
understood for everyone is worried about their own homes and projects, but none the less doing my
best to keep on track and catch up so we can get your home along with just a few others completed
and back on your feet. 
 
There is a timeline included in this email I feel we can complete on, not including backsplash and
sink/dishwasher hook up but everything else agreed on in contract.
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Q/A
Yes there is trash on site, we are not having dumpsters dropped off in your driveway for we have are
own dump trailer and you live in a HOA we do not want any complaints.
We will have the trash moved away this week and weekly from now on as we work. Being spread out
we are limited to what trucks and trailers are on what sites.

We will take the doorway to the kitchen from the hall and open it up to the ceiling 

The concrete needs to be busted out to have water lines and electrical moved for island positioning
then we will fill back in, timeline attached will give you more in-site to when this happens and what
happens next.

Gas will not be touched until the time comes for the top hook up. There is nothing that can be done
with the gas as of right now.
Your local home provider is who is hooking up your gas(Chesapeake gas and utilities)

Hood has not been worked on yet and vent has not been ran yet. 

This is a open job site and is expected to have some material and trash about as we move around
completing task but we are aware it needs to be thrown away.

I do not want to have another phone call about progress because it is unfortunate and I am sorry. I am
more than willing to answer any further questions involving the job as long as it isn’t a beat down
party for I have had enough calls from everyone these past couple weeks and can’t take it anymore , I
can move forward on my timeline for completion or if you want me to I can stop work it is your call
but I would like to complete the job for you and move on, the product left behind is always beautiful
and I am doing all the work on your job myself with helpers, I am always the one there and I trust the
workers I do have that’s why I have kept them. 
I can’t express enough that I feel bad you got wrapped up in this nightmare we are going threw.
Nobody expected any of these things to happen. 
Please review the timeline and email back for documentation. 
Thank you 
Ian McCarty 
Coastal Home Experts LLC 


